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The Sarbanes-Oxley Act is unquestionably important to corporate America. It  can also be complex and confusing, for everyone from the employees who must be  doubly aware of what they can—and cannot—do to the officers who must take legal  responsibility for the actions, errors, and omissions of those employees.

What is Sarbanes-Oxley? provides you with a plain-English overview of  the Act to help ensure that your firm achieves and maintains top-to-bottom  Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOA) compliance. Written in clear, concise, and readable  language, with helpful checklists so that no requirements are overlooked this  SOA primer covers:

	Guidelines for ensuring that your company’s policies, procedures, systems,  and controls are Sarbanes-Oxley compliant  
	Management certification responsibilities—and noncompliance penalties—under  Sections 302, 404, and 906  
	Techniques for modifying existing control systems and programs to meet new  SOA specifications 


Today’s most competitive corporations—rather than viewing Sarbanes-Oxley as a  painful and costly-to-implement headache—are using SOA as an opportunity to both  revitalize their business practices and strengthen their competitive positions.  Get the details of what your firm must understand to meet the requirements of  the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in McGraw-Hill’s straightforward primer What is  Sarbanes-Oxley?
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Designing Personalized User Experiences in eCommerceSpringer, 2004
How do you design personalized user experiences that delight and provide value to the customers of an eCommerce site? Personalization does not guarantee high quality user experience: a personalized user experience has the best chance of success if it is developed using a set of best practices in HCI. In this book 35 experts from academia,...
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On CourseWadsworth Publishing, 2010


	On Course is intended for college students of any age who want to create success

	both in college and in life. Whether you are taking a student success or first-year

	seminar course, a composition course, or an “inward-looking” course in psychology,

	self-exploration, or personal growth, On Course is your instruction...
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Engineering and Social Justice (Synthesis Lectures on Engineers, Technology and Society)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
In recent years, some leaders in the engineering community in the United States and other countries have been seeking to cast engineering as a profession in service to humanity. This characterization is often propelled by “the problem” of an overall dearth of students entering engineering and a specific concern about underrepresentation...
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Murach's ASP.NET 4 Web Programming with VB 2010Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	This book has provided me with the information to jump right into creating web applications with Visual Basic. It is an excellent training guide and at the same time, it provides real-world examples that can be reused in multiple projects and applications. (A developer's comment on the previous edition of Murach's ASP.NET, posted...
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Mediaeval and Renaissance Logic, Volume 2 (Handbook of the History of Logic)North Holland, 2008

	Medieval and Renaissance Logic is an indispensable research tool for anyone interested in the development of logic, including researchers, graduate and senior undergraduate students in logic, history of logic, mathematics, history of mathematics, computer science and AI, linguistics, cognitive science, argumentation theory, philosophy,...
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Joomla! BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010
Comprehensive guide to creating Web sites with the open-source Joomla!1.5

Joomla! is an open-source content management system (CMS) for Web sites. While it is free and relatively easy to use, there are lots of tricks and functionality that may not be intuitive to new users or those switching from other systems. And the previous version...
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